Novack and Macey LLP Selected as a “GO-TO Law Firm” by a Fortune 250 Company
OCTOBER 19TH, 2006

Constellation Energy Group, a Fortune 250 Company, has named Novack and Macey LLP as a “GO-TO Law Firm” for litigation. Constellation Energy Group is the nation’s leading supplier of competitive electricity to large commercial and industrial customers, and one of the nation’s largest wholesale power sellers.

Fewer than one percent of all law firms in the United States are chosen as a “GO-TO Law Firm” — a firm clients turn to when they need results. Novack and Macey partners Eric Macey and Steve Siegel have successfully represented Constellation Energy in innumerable litigation matters across the United States and Central America. Mr. Macey notes that “our selection as a GO TO Law Firm by Constellation Energy is an honor and testament to our success within the legal field.”